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Homogeneous Thue systems are considered. It is shown that if a homogeneous Thue system 
is not Church-Rosser, then there is no Chttrch-Rosser system that is equivalent to it. This result 
contrasts with the theorems of 0'Dfnlaing [10, 11] showing that it is undecidable whether the 
congruence generated by a finite Thue system is also generated by a finite Church-Rosser 
system. 
Introduction 
Thue systems are combinatorial string-rewriting systems that are studied by 
logicians and computer scientists in the context of computability theory, formal 
language theory and algebraic semantics. Thue systems are also presentations of
monoids. If a finite Thue system is Church-Rosser, then it has a number of 
important properties; e.g., a finite Thue system that is Church-Rosser has a word 
problem that is solvable in linear time [2]. 
While it is decidable whether a finite Thue system is Church-Rosser [9], it is 
undecidable whether the congruence generated by a finite Thue system is also 
generated by a finite Thue system that is Church-Rosser [10, 11]. Here it is shown 
that the latter question is decidable if attention is restricted to finite Thue systems 
that are homogeneous and special, that is, T = {(wi, 1) [ i = 1 . . . . .  n} and, for every 
i, j, the length of wi equals the length of wj. In addition, the existence of nontrivial 
units in the monoid presented by such a Thue system is investigated. It is shown 
that there is an efficient algorithm to determine whether the monoid presented by 
a finite, homogeneous, special Thue system that is Church-Rosser has a nontrivial 
unit. Finally, it is shown that there is an elementary method of determining the 
cardinality of the group of units of a monoid presented by a special Thue system 
with only one rule. 
For an introduction to the growing literature on Thue systems and the Church- 
Rosser property, see [2, 10]. 
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Sec~on 1 
If ~ is a finite alphabet, then ~*  is the free monoid with identity 1 generated by 
2f. If w ~ 2~*, then the length of w is denoted by [w[: Ill--0, lal = 1 for a ~ 2, and 
Iwal=lwl+l for w~* ,  a~Z.  
A Thue system T on a finite alphabet ~ is a subset of 2~*× ~*. The Thue 
congruence generated by T is the reflexive, transitive closure ,~* of the relation 
defined as follows: if (u, v)~ T or (v, u)~ T, then for every x, y ~* ,  xuy~--~xvy. 
The congruence class of z ~ 2~* (mod T) is [z] = {w ~ ~* [ w,~-~ z}. The monoid Mr  
presented by T has as elements the congruence classes of 2~* (mod T) and as 
multiplication [x ]o[y]=[xy] ,  so that [1] is the monoid identity. Every finitely 
generated monoid is presented by some Thue system. Thue systems Ta and Tz on 
2~ are equivalent if they define the same congruence, i.e., for all x, y ~2f*, x-~* y 
(mod T~) if and only if x ~ y (mod Tz). We assume that every symbol in 2~ occurs 
in some rule in T. Thus, equivalent Thue systems present he same monoid. 
For a Thue system T, write x---~y if x~--~y and Ixl>lyl; write *-~ for the 
reflexive transitive closure of ---~. A string x is irrreducible if there is no y such 
that x----~y and is minimal if x~*y  implies Ixl~<lyl. The Thue system T is 
Church-Rosser if x.~* y implies that, for some z, x ~ z and y *-% z. 
If a Thue system is Church-Rosser, then each congruence class has a unique 
irreducible lement and a string is irreducible if and only ff it is minimal. Further, 
if a Thue system is Church-Rosser, then its word problem can be solved in linear 
time [2]. 
A Thue system T on alphabet 2~ is special if T_2~*x{1}, and is homogeneous 
o[degree k if it is special and (w, 1)~ T implies [w[ = k, and is homogeneous if it is 
homogeneous of degree k for some k. A monoid is special (homogeneous) if it has 
a special (resp., homogeneous) presenteation. 
Section 2 
It is decidable whether a finite Thue system is Church-Rosser. This result is due 
to Nivat [9]. For Thue systems T with no length-preserving relations, consider 
every pair of (not necessarily distinct) relations with lull>loll and lu21>lv21, 
where (ul, v0 ~ T or (vl, ux) ~ T and (u2, v2) c T or (v2, u2) ~ T. Then T is Church- 
Rosser if and only if the following two criteria hold for each such pair: 
(i) if there exist x, y such that uax=yu2 and [x]<lu2[, then there exists a z 
such that vxx *-* z and yv2 ~ z; 
(ii) if there exist x, y such that ux = xuzy, then there exists a z such that v~ ~ z 
and xv2y.g* z. 
If T is homogeneous, then condition (ii) is satisfied vacuously so that only 
condition (i) need be checked. 
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It should be noted that there is a polynomial time algorithm that on input a 
finite Thue system will determine whether that system is Church-Rosser [4]. This 
algorithm depends on Nivat's criteria. 
6'Dt~nlaing [10, 11] has shown that there is no algorithm that on input fi finite 
Thue system T1 will determine whether there is an equivalent system T2 that is 
Church-Rosser. In the case that T1 is special and has exactly one relation, then 
this question is decidable [3]. Here we show that this question is also decidable 
when T1 is special and homogeneous. 
We caution the reader about one point. Two Thue systems on 2~ are equivalent 
if they compute the same congruence on ~*. This means that the monoids they 
present are isomorphic. On the other hand, every countable monoid is presented 
by a countable Church-Rosser Thue system on a countable alphabet so that 
isomorphism of monoids does not necessarily imply equivalence of Thue systems. 
We are concerned with the case where ~ is finite. 
Theorem 1. I f  T is a finite Thue system that is homogeneous, then there is a 
Church-Rosser system equivalent to T if and only if T is Church-Rosser, that is, if 
T is not Church-Rosser, then there is no Church-Rosser system equivalent to T. 
Proof. Let T be of degree k, k > 1, over alphabet ~. If T is not Church-Rosser, 
then there is some choice of rules (Ux, 1), (u2, 1) in T such that Nivat's criterion (i) 
fails. Thus, there exist x and y such that Uxx=yu2, Ix[<[u21, and there is no z 
such that x*-*z and y *--~z. Since T is homogeneous, [ull=luz[ so u lx=yuz  
implies Ixl = [Y[. Since ulx ~ x, yu2---~ y, and uxx = yuz, x,~* y. Since there is no z 
such that x ~ z and y ~ z, x and y are irreducible with respect o T. 
Now suppose that T' is any Thue system that is equivalent o T. Since T is 
homogeneous of degree k, application of rules in T' changes length by a multiple 
of k or preserves length. A Church-Rosser system needs no length-preserving 
rules (for, if (u, v) is a rule, [u I = Iv[, and the system is Church-Rosser, there exists 
a w such that u ~ w and v ~ w so that (u, v) is not needed). Hence, if T' were 
Church-Rosser, then we could assume that rules in T' change length by positive 
multiples of k. Since x and y are congruent in T and T' is equivalent to T, x and y 
are congruent in T'. But Ixl=lyl<lu21= k so there is no z such that x-~z  and 
y -~ z in T'. Thus, T' cannot be Church-Rosser. []  
Corollm~. There is a polynomial time algorithm that on input a finite homogeneous 
Thue system T will determine whether there is a finite Church-Rosser system that is 
equivalent to T. 
Now consider the case of homogeneous systems that are of degree 2. 
Theorem 2. Let T be a special Thue system on the alphabet ~. Suppose that T is 
homogeneous of degree 2. Then T is Church-Rosser or there is a special Church- 
Rosser system T' on some alphabet A c ,~ such that the monoid presented by T' is 
isomorphic to the monoid presented by T. 
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Proof. If there is no a e 2 such that for some b and c in ~ with b 4: a or c ~ a, 
(ab, 1) ~ T and (ca, 1) ~ T, then Nivat's criterion (i) is satisfied vacuously. Since T 
is special and homogeneous, this means that T is Church-Rosser. 
Suppose that for some a e ,~, there exist b, c ~ ,~ such that (ab, 1) ~ T, (ca, 1) ~ T, 
and b ~k a or c ~k a. 
:g 
Case 1. If b = a and c ~ a, then caa --~ c and caa ~ a so a ~ c; in this case T 
is not Church-Rosser. Let Tx be the result of replacing every occurrence of a in T 
by c. 
Case 2. Similarly, if c=a and b~a,  then a.~* b; let T1 be the result of 
replacing every occurrence of a in T by b. 
Case 3. If b ~k a and c ~ a, then cab ~ c and cab ~ b so b.~* c; in this case T is 
Church-Rosser if and only if b = c. If b = c, let T1 = T; if b~ c, let T~ be the result 
of replacing every occurrence of b in T by c. 
It is clear that the monoid presented by Tx is isomorphic to the monoid 
presented by T, and if T~ ~ T, then the alphabet of T 1 is a subset of the alphabet 
of T. Successively applying this procedure at most I~1-1 times produces the 
desired Church-Rosser system. []  
This proof is similar to Adjan's proof that every homogeneous monoid of 
degree 2 has a decidable word problem [1, Theorem 11, p. 137]. Using a result 
mentioned above we can strengthen this result. 
Corollary. Let M be a homogeneous special monoid of degree 2. Then there is a 
linear time algorithm to solve the word problem for M. 
Theorem 2 and its corollary fail for degree 3. Recall that every finite Church- 
Rosser system has a decidable word problem. But Adjan [1, Theorem 10, p. 136] 
has shown that there is a special Thue system that is homogeneous of degree 3 
and has an unsolvable word problem. 
Secllion 3 
Let T be a homogeneous Thue system. Suppose that for some (wi, 1)~ T and 
(wj, 1) ~ T, there exist nonempty strings x, y, z such that xy = w~ and zx = w i. Then 
it is clear that [x] is a nontrivial unit of MT. The next result shows that if T is 
Church-Rosser as well as being homogeneous, then Mr  has a nontrivial unit only 
if there are relations (w~, 1) and (wi, 1) in T such that a proper prefix of w~ is a 
proper SUffLX of W i. 
Theorem 3. Let T be a finite homogeneous Thue system. Suppose that T is 
Church-Rosser. I f  MT has a nontrivial unit, then there exist (wi, 1)~ T and 
( wi, 1) ~ T such that a proper prefix of wl is a proper su1~tx of  w i. 
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Pr¢~t.  Let  T be homogeneous of degree k and let ~ be the smallest alphabet 
such that T___~*x{1}. Let T be Church-Rosser.  Suppose that Mr  has a nontri- 
vial unit so that for some irreducible r~ 1 and s~ 1, [r] o [s] = Is] o [ r ]=  [1]. Thus, 
rs.~.sr*~>l and 1 being irreducible imply that rs*-->l and st*-->1. Since T is 
homogeneous  of degree k, k divides Irsl = Isrl, say kq = [rs[. If q = 1, then there 
exist wi, w i such that (wl, 1) ~ T, (w i, 1) ~ T, w~ = rs and w i = sr so that r is a proper 
prefix of w~ and r is a proper  suffix of w i. If q > 1, then there exist nonempty 
rl . . . . .  r2., sl . . . . .  s2. such that r~. • • rq = rq+~. • • r2, = r, s. -  • • s~ = s2." • • Sq+l = s, 
and for each i = 1 . . . . .  q, (r~s~, 1)~ T and (sq+~rq+~, 1)~ T. Since rl and r.÷l are 
prefixes of r, either rl = rq+~ or rl is a proper prefix of rq+~ or rq+l is a proper 
prefix of r 1. 
Case 1. If rl = rq+~, then sq+ir,+~ = sq+xrx so that r~ is a proper prefix of rlsx and 
rl is a proper suffix of sq+lrl. 
Case 2. If rq÷l is a proper  prefix of rl, then for some r', rl = rq+~r'. Thus, rq+l is 
a proper  prefix of rq+lr 's l - r ls l  and rq+~ is a proper suffax of sq+~r~+l. 
Case 3. If r~ is a proper  prefix of r~+l, then Iral < Ir.+d. S ince Ir~sd -- Is.÷~r.+d = 
k, this means [Sl[ > [S~+l[. But both Sl and s,+l are suffixes of s so that s . . l  is a 
proper  sutfix of s~, say s~ = s's~+~. Thus, s.+~ is a proper suffix of rls'sq+x = r~sl 
and sq+~ is a proper  prefix of S~+lr,+~. 
Thus, there exist (wi, 1) ~ T and (w~., 1) ~ T such that a proper prefix of w~ is a 
proper suffix of w i. [ ]  
Corollary. Let T be a homogeneous Thue system that is Church-Rosser. The 
monoid Mr  presented by T has a nontrivial unit if and only if there exist (wi, 1) ~ T 
and ( wj, 1) ~ T such that a proper prefix of wi is a proper suffix of wi. 
If T is a homogeneous Thue system and for some nonempty x, y, z, (xy, 1) ~ T 
and (zx, 1) ~ T, then y +->* z. If, in addition, T is Church-Rosser ,  then, since y and z 
are irreducible and distinct irreducible strings are not congruent in a Church-  
Rosser system, we have y = z. 
Two words u, v ~ ~*  are conjugate if there exist nonempty x, y ~ ~*  such that 
u = xy and v = yx. 
Thus, a homogeneous Thue system T that is Church-Rosser  has a nontrivial 
unit if and only if there exist (wi, 1) ~ T and (w i, 1) e T such that wl and w i are 
conjugate. Using wel l -known string-matching techniques, it is easy to determine 
whether a homogeneous Thue sytem contains rules with conjugate strings. 
Section 4 
Monoids presented by a single relator are homogeneous.  Such monoids have 
been studied by Ad jan [1] and by Lal lement [6]. Recently, Jantzen [5] investi- 
gated such a monoid in order to provide examples and counter-examples for 
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certain problems about Thue systems that arise in theoretical computer  science. 
In this section we consider the group of units of a monoid presented by a single 
relator, that is, a special Thue system T = {(w, 1)}. It is shown that the cardinality 
of the group of units can be determined by inspecting the string w. If neither w 
nor its root has overlap, then the group of units is finite; if the root of w has 
overlap, then the group of units is infinite. 
If w = x k for x ~ ,~* and k > 1, then w is imprimitive; otherwise, w is primitive. 
In either case the shortest x such that w --- x k is the root of w, denoted by p(w). If 
for some u, v with 0<lu l< lw l ,  uw=wv,  then w has overlap. 
Proposit ion ([7]). I f  w is primitive and w has overlap, then there exist strings x, y 
and integer k >0 such that w = (xy)kx and xy~ yx. 
Given a string w there are four mutually exclusive possibilities for its structure. 
Case 1. w is primitive and w has no overlap. 
Case 2. w is imprimitive and p(w) has no overlap. 
Case 3. w is primitive and w has overlap. 
Case 4. w is imprimitive and p(w) has overlap. ° 
A Thue system T={(w,  e)} is homogeneous of degree Iwl. Here we consider 
such a Thue system T. From the proof of Theorem 1, we see that T is 
Church-Rosser  if and only if the root of w has no overlap. Further, Theorem 1 
shows that if T is not Church-Rosser ,  then there is no Church-Rosser  system 
equivalent o T. 
Lemma 1. I f  w is primitive and has no overlap, then MT has only the trivial unit 
[1]. 
Proof.  Since T = {(w, 1)}, this immediately follows from the corollary to Theorem 
3. [ ]  
Lemma 2. I f  w is imprimitive, w = p(w)' with t > 1, and p(w) has no overlap, then 
the group of units of MT is the cyclic subgroup of order t generated by p(w). 
Proof. Assume that [r] and [s] are elements of M T such that [r] o [s] = [1] in MT 
and both r and s are irreducible. Thus rs*,~sr*~-~l so that 1 being irreducible 
implies rs ~ 1 and sr*--~ 1. Since T={(w,  1)}, this means that, for some k, 
k Iwl = Irsl = Isrl. If k = 1, then rs = w = sr so that w = p(w)'  and O(w) having no 
overlap imply that, for some q, r = O(w) q and s = p(w) '-q and so [r] and [s] are in 
the cyclic subgroup of order t generated by [0(w)]. If k > 1, then there exist 
nonempty rl . . . .  , r2k, Sl, • • •, S2k such that rl . • • rk = rk+~" • • r2k = r, sk • • • sx = 
s2k" • "Sk+l = S, and for each i = 1 , . . . ,  k, ris~ = w = Sk +~rk +~. 
The proof  continues by a number  of claims. 
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Claim 1. There exists a q > 0 such that r~+l = O(w) ~ and sk+~ = #(w) '-x. 
lhroof. Both  rx and /'k+l are prefixes of r so e i ther  r~ = r~+l or  r~ = rk+xr' or 
rk+~ = rlr' for some nonempty  r'. If rx = r~+l, then r~Sx = w = s~+ar~+a = s~+~rx so 
that w = O(w)' and p(w) having no over lap imply that for some q >0,  r~ = rk+x = 
O(w) ~ and sx = S~+l = O(w) ~-~. I f  r~ = r~+ar', then r~+xr'sx = rlSl = w = S~+~rk+~ SO 
there is some q >0 such that r~+l = p(w)  ~ and Sk+x =O(w)  '-~. If r~+x = rat', then 
sx = S' Sk+x for some nonempty  s' so that Sk+~rk+l = W = rxSx = rxS' S~+x SO that there 
is some q >0 such that s~+x = p(w) ' -x and r~+l = O(W) ~. [] 
~. There exists a p > 1 such that rk+ar~+2 = O(w) ~ and Sk+zS~+I = O(W) 2'-p- 
Proof .  Both rat2 and rk+lrk+ 2 are prefixes of r so ei ther rlr2 = rk+xrk+2r'  for some 
r', or  s2sl = S'Sk+2Sk÷I for some s'. The two cases are symmetr ic ,  so assume the 
former.  Then rk+lrk+zr's2sl=rtrzSzSt. Thus, sk+2Sk+lrk+irk+2r's2sl *--->r's2sl and 
sk+2sk+lrk+lrk+2r's2sl = k+2sk+lrxr2s2sx ~ Sk+2Sk+~, SO that Ir's2sll = Is +2s ÷ l, and 
Sk+2Sk+~ i r reducible imply r' s2sl = Sk+2Sk+x. Now rk+lrk+2Sk+2Sk+l = rk+lrk÷2r' s2s~ = 
rlr2szsl = r lws l  = r lp(w) 's l  and, f rom Cla im 1, rk+l = p(w)  q and Sk+l = p(w) t-q, so 
that rk+lrk+2Sk.+2Sk+ 1 = p(W)'~rk+2Sk+2p(W) '-q. Since Irk+=sk+=l = Irlsxl = Iwl = 
t Ip(w)l, 0(w) has no over lap,  and rlp(W)'S~ = p(w)qrk+2Sk+2p(W) t-", this impl ies 
that p(w) is e i ther  a prefix of rk+2 or  a suffix of sk+2. But Sk+Zrk+2 = W = #(W) t SO 
there is some p>0 such that rk+2=p(w) p and sk+2=p(w)  t-p. Hence,  rk+tr~+z = 
p(w)  ~+~ and Sk+2Sk+l = p(W) t-(p+q) as claimed. 
I f  rxr2r'= rk+lrk+2, then the argument  is s imilar to the previous case. [ ]  
Claim 3. Either r is reducible or s is reducible. 
lhroot. From Cla im 2, for some p>l ,  rk+lrk+2=p(W) ° is a prefix of r and 
Sk+2Sk+l = P(W) 2'-p is a suffix of s. E i ther  p w t and w = p(w) t is a prefix of rk+lrk+2 
and, hence, of r, or  2t -p>~t  and w = O(W)' is a suffix of Sk+2Sk+l and, hence, of s. 
Thus, e i ther r is reducib le or  s is reducible.  [ ]  
P roo f  of Lemma 2 (continued). The  assumption k > 1 leads to C la im 3 which 
contradicts the choice of r and s both irreducible.  Hence,  k = 1. [ ]  
Now consider  Cases 3 and 4. In this context the fol lowing result  is of use. 
Lemma 3. I [  w=(xy)kx ,  xy~ yx and k>0,  then [x] has infinite order in Mr .  
Proof .  By a corol lary of the Freiheitssatz [8, Theorem 4.12, p. 266], xy~ yx 
impl ies that the group G presented by the set ~ of generators  and the single 
defining re lat ion (w, 1) has no e lement  of finite o rder  except the identity. The 
identity function from ~ to 2 extends to a homomorph ism from MT to G that 
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takes [x] in Mr  to [x] in G, so that if [x] has finite order in Mr, then [x] has finite 
order in G. 
In the string w = (xy)kx, no generator occurs with negative xponent. Thus w is 
a string of minimal length in the set of strings that are congruent to the identity 
and that have only positive exponents. Since 0 < [xl < [wl, Ix] is not the identity of 
G. Since xy ~ yx, no power of [x] is the identity of G. Hence Ix] does not have 
finite order in G. []  
Using Lemma 3 we show that in Cases 3 and 4, Mr  has an infinite group of 
units. It is enough to show the existence of a unit of infinite order. 
Lemma 4. I f  w is primitive and w has overlap, then Mr has an infinite group of 
units. 
Proof. Since w is primitive and has overlap, by the proposition in this section 
there exist x, y such that w = (xy)kx for some k >0 and xy~ yx. Then (xy)w = 
(xy)k÷lx = (xy)kx(yx) =w(yx) so that w --> 1 implies xy ~->* yx. Now w = (xy)kx = 
x(yx) k SO that xy~* yx implies (xy)kx ~-~ x(xy) k. Since w ~ 1, this means [(xy)k],is 
the inverse of [x] so that [x] is a unit and [x] :/: [1]. By Lemma 3, [x] has infinite 
order in Mr. Thus the group of units of Mr  is ififinite. []  
Lemma $. If w is imprimitive and p(w) has overlap, then MT has an infinite group 
of units. 
l~oof.  In this case w = p(w)' and p(w)= (xy)kx for some x, y such that xy ~ yx, 
k >0,  and t > 1. The set {[p(w) ~] [ i = 0 . . . . .  t - 1} is a finite subgroup of the group 
of units of MT, a subgroup of order t generated by [p(w)]. 
Now 
((Xy)kx)'-l(xy)kw = ( (xy)kx) ' - l (xy )  k ( (xy )kx)  ' = ((xy)kx) '(yx) ~ ( (xy)~x)  ' -1  
= w(yx)k((xy)kx) '-1 
SO that w ~ 1 implies ((xy)kx)'-l(xy) k *,~ (yx) k((xy)kx) '-1. But (((xy)kx)'-l(xy)k)x 
= W = x((yx) k((xy)kx) '-1) SO that ((xy)kx)'-l(xy) k *~ (yx) k((xy)kx) '-1, and 
[((xy)kx)'-t(xy)k] is the inverse of Ix] so that [x] is a unit of MT. 
For any p, q >0 let Mo.q be the monoid presented by (((xy)Ox) q, 1) and the set 2~ 
of generators. The identity function from 2 to 2~ extends to a homomorphism 
from Mp.q to Mp.1 that takes [x] in M~.q to [x] in Mo, 1 so that if [x] has finite order 
in Mp.q, then [x] has finite order in Mp.1. Thus, Lemma 3 implies that [x] has 
infinite order in Mr (= Mk.t). This implies that Mr has an infinite group of 
units. []  
From Lemmas 1, 2, 4 and 5 we have our result. 
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Theorem 4. Let T = {(w, 1)} be a Thue system where w ~ 1. The group of units of 
Mr is nontrivial if and only if w has overlap, and the group of units is infinite if and 
only if O(w) has overlap. 
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